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Abstract: The Italian Sacri Monti are heritage sites with some unique characteristics; they are
a successful symbiosis between nature and art and are unconfined structures, therefore always being
accessible but exposed to atmospheric agents, with many relevant consequences with regard to
conservation problems. The paper discusses some aspects related to the application of non-destructive
techniques (NDT) for the interpretation of degradation phenomena occurring in stone structural
elements. Ultrasonic and impact tests were used to evaluate the structural properties of the stone
columns in the Via Crucis portico, within the monumental complex of the Sacro Monte in Ghiffa
(Piedmont, Italy), in order to determine their conditions of maintenance and to evaluate the portico
static stability. Ultrasonic tests made it possible to obtain the value of the dynamic elastic modulus,
which was variable at different points of the columns due to the diversified level of material damage.
The impact test, performed with an instrumented hammer in the same points of the ultrasonic test,
enables, by comparison, a deeper knowledge of the surface resistance of damaged columns. These
results are the first step in a research path that will require further laboratory tests to better calibrate
the diagnostic techniques applied to different levels of damage to surface materials.

Keywords: non-destructive techniques (NDT); historical buildings; maintenance; stone columns;
ultrasonic test; impact test

1. Introduction

Historical architectural heritage requires specific maintenance and restoration interventions,
especially in the presence of prolonged deterioration over time. Restoration works may control
deteriorations, which can affect monuments, without secondary effects on treated surfaces of the
historical elements [1–5]. Similarly, diagnostics, which is a fundamental phase of knowledge in
order to deepen the critical aspects of structure assessments and degradation causes, must operate
with technologies that can be used in a non-destructive and non-invasive way for the historical
buildings [6–13]. The main purposes related to the general framework of the material maintenance
conditions are those to refine methodological paths for such contexts, to have well-founded analytical
support and to reduce the error range in the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the damage
process. Ultrasonic tests are one of the non-destructive techniques most often used in the field
of diagnostics on historical buildings [14–16]. They measure the wave speed through the material
thickness, which is in relation to the dynamic elastic modulus. The results obtained by tests on
architectural heritage are representative, if compared with known physical characteristics of similar
materials, of the degradation inside the structural section of historical elements. In addition, the impact
tests, performed with an instrumented hammer in the same points of the ultrasonic test, enable the
evaluation of the surface degradation level [17].
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This research concerns the mechanical characterization, through non-destructive techniques (NDT),
of the 13 stone columns (granitoid rock) that support the Via Crucis portico inside the monumental
complex of the Sacro Monte in Ghiffa. The Sacri Monti of northern Italy are a UNESCO heritage site
that includes nine complexes that constitute groups of chapels and other buildings with many artistic
masterpieces. All buildings are part of a high-quality natural environment. The first complex was
founded in the late 15th century in Varallo Sesia, and the others were constructed up to the end of
17th century and dedicated to different aspects of the Christian faith [18]. In addition to their symbolic
spiritual meaning, they are of great beauty by virtue of the skill with which they have been integrated
into the surrounding natural landscape of hills, forests and lakes. They also house much important
artistic material in the form of wall paintings and statuary.

Many buildings within the Sacri Monti monumental complexes suffer from different conditions
of degradation, linked in particular to the climatic conditions of moisture, rain, damp action from
capillary rising, freeze–thaw cycles that cause the detachment of plaster and the degradation of the
stone elements [19]. A research group of the Politecnico di Torino has been interested for years in
the study of non-destructive diagnostic techniques for the evaluation of degradation levels of the
architectural and structural elements of historical buildings in the Sacri Monti complexes [1,20–23].

In the specific case of the Sacro Monte at Ghiffa, the Via Crucis portico (Figure 1) is supported by
13 stone columns with evident intense superficial material degradation. The portico was built between
1752 and 1761. It is marked by 14 spans and has columns and capitals made by stones derived both
from local “granitic stones”. It is possible that the origin of the stone of columns is not from historical
quarries but from erratic boulders found near the construction site (aplite is the current interpretation,
but other investigations are in progress), referred to in slang as “trovanti”, while for the capitals there
is a strong similarity with a serizzo quarried near Locarno (Valle Verzasca, Switzerland) (Figure 2).
Considering a macroscopic mineralogical analysis with a 10x magnifying glass, the rock is mainly made
up of more than 90% of crystalline clear silica minerals (quartz and feldspar), with little biotitic dark
mica and rare light mica. The main accessory mineral is a small red-vined garnet that characterizes the
stone. The veins present confirm the low quality of the stone, almost certainly extracted from makeshift
material, greatly influencing the variability of mechanical characteristics. Perhaps, also for the lower
quality, it is very prone to degradation phenomena, worsened by atmospheric moisture, the presence of
salts, freeze–thaw cycles and thermal expansion, which is also due to strong summer radiation, which
can produce erosion and exfoliation on the stone surface [24,25] (Figure 3). The material degradation
is increasing from the inside to the outside of the structural section of the columns, and the result is
a decay of their compressive strength, the residual value of which needs to be investigated.

The aim of the ongoing research is to deepen the knowledge of the mechanical characteristics of
the columns of the Via Crucis portico resulting from degradation, to estimate their residual strength.
In order to improve the maintenance and conservation planning of the historical buildings belonging
to the Sacri Monti monumental complex, some non-destructive tests were carried out on the columns
of the portico to investigate the elastic modulus of the stone. Specifically, the ultrasonic technique was
used, associated with that of impacts for a more precise comparison of the stone surface degradation.
From the value of the dynamic elastic modulus, it was possible to estimate the compressive strength
of each single column using experimental reports. As a matter of fact, the ultrasonic and impact
tests showed a great variability of the elastic modulus already within the same column and between
columns. This variability was the demonstration of a material degradation distributed unevenly within
the same stone element and between the columns.
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These results could be used in forthcoming finite element numerical modeling of the portico,
in order to evaluate its stability in the hypothesis of replacing the current roof covering, made with
lighter modern stones slabs, by traditional roof covering made by more heavy ones. The assessments
that emerged from these diagnostic tests will also be useful for future maintenance work planned for
the conservation of the Via Crucis portico; the diagnostic procedure proposed could then be extended
to investigate for the various degradation problems afflicting the historical buildings of Sacri Monti
monumental complexes.

The experimental results described represent a first phase of the research, which will be
subsequently extended to similar types of stones obtained from quarries on which to perform
compression tests in the laboratory and related non-destructive tests (ultrasonic and impact). In this
way it will be possible to calibrate the non-destructive techniques, which will then be more frequently
used in situ on valuable architectural elements.

2. Materials and Methods

Each column was investigated at the bottom, center and top by an ultrasonic test and subsequently
at the same points by an impact test. The choice of the points was based above all on a visual examination,
comparing points where the material degradation was evident with those in which the stone seemed
in better condition (the columns were also struck with light plastic hammers to hear their “sound”).
Both were non-destructive investigation techniques that adapt very well to analyze the architectural
element under investigation. The goal was to obtain the value of the elastic modulus and to evaluate
the quality of the resistant stone section subject to degradation. The test was also an opportunity to
compare the results of the ultrasonic test, useful for investigating the entire length of the stone section,
with those obtained from the impact test, which, on the contrary, estimates the material characteristic
deformation by analyzing only the external surface on which the hit is performed.

2.1. Ultrasonic Test

The ultrasonic test device consisted of a Proceq Pundit PL-200® pulse generator (0.1–7930 µs
range; resolution of 0.1 µs for pulse speed <793 µs, 1 µs for pulse speed >793 µs; impulse voltage
100–450 Vpp); two transducers of 54 kHz, one emitting and the other receiving; a pulse amplifier and
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an electronic device for measuring the time interval. On the basis of the time taken by the wave to
travel the distance between the two transducers, the propagation speed of the elastic waves through
the stone material of the column is calculated. The speed propagation of the waves in a homogeneous
material depends on its density and elastic characteristics (elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio), closely
related to the quality and compressive strength of the material itself. The speed of the wave is in fact
low if the material has voids, cracks or detachments that slow down the path; vice versa, it is high
if the material is compact and homogeneous, demonstrating good quality. The measurement of the
propagation time of the ultrasonic pulses was carried out with the use of two transducers, applied on
the surface of the elements involved in the control.

Direct tests were carried out by positioning the transducers on the two opposite faces of the element
under investigation, as indicated in Figure 4. The coupling of the transducer on the stone surface was
facilitated through the application of a thin layer of modeling clay in order to avoid air interpositions
and facilitate the transmission of the wave in the material. The measurements were conducted in
accordance with the methods proposed in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) rules
D2845 1995 and in Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione, Comité Européen de Normalisation,
(UNI EN) rules 12504-4: 2005 [26,27]. The tests are based on the determination of the propagation
speed (v) of the pulses of the ultrasonic longitudinal waves in the material, the values of which, in the
first approximation, are related to the dynamic modulus (Ed) of the material, which consequently is
related to its mechanical strength [16]:

Ed = v2ρ
(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

(1− ν)
(1)
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In Equation (1), ρ is the density of material, and ν is Poisson’s ratio. In this case, from scientific
literature sources, a ρ value equal to 2630 daN/m3 and a ν value equal to 0.18 were considered [28].
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2.2. Impact Test

The impact test was performed using an instrumented hammer capable of generating an impact,
with a known mass and predetermined energy, against the surface of the stone. The software that
analyzes the data is able to return the force–time diagram of each impact. This type of test, unlike
other impulsive methods, allows the evaluation of the evolution over time of the forces acting in the
impact. For example, the sclerometer test detects only the elastic energy returned by the concrete
after the impact. On the other hand, the impact test also evaluates the given energy, the dissipated
energy, the impact time and the maximum force. It therefore represents a non-destructive technique for
evaluating the elastic and inelastic properties of materials. [17,29]. The analysis of the diagram (F, t) can
obtain the value of the homogeneous material elastic modulus through Hertz’s impact theory [29–31]
(see Appendix A).

The electric impact hammer (Figure 5) is a device produced by Piezotronic PCB Inc Company
(Depew, NY, USA). It is characterized by a variable force from 44.48 N to 4448.26 N, and a force sensor
sensitivity of 2.47 mV/N. It performs the impact of a 10 mm diameter steel ball with a total mass of
207 grams, connected to a piezoelectric pulse transducer. The impact is generated by the hammer
by means of a predetermined energy, characterized by a level of amplifier and impedance adapter.
The acquisition is performed by a Pimento model multichannel LMS signal analyzer (Figure 5).Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 16 
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Figure 5. Setup of the impact test.

The hammer was positioned perpendicular to the surface to be investigated. Perpendicularity
alignment was achieved thanks to four fixed metal brackets. The impact of the small impact mass
was generated by pressing a trigger on the electric hammer. The intensity of the impact is very low
and therefore not invasive even for surfaces of artistic value. The elastic modulus of the stone was
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determined according to the classical theory of the elastic collision between two bodies elaborated by
Hertz [17,29–31], using the following equations:

Es =
E∗E0

(
1− ν2

)
E0 + E∗

(
ν2

0 − 1
) (2)

where E* was obtained by:

E∗ =

√(2, 87
T

)5 m3

RA1
(3)

The parameters in Equations (2) and (3) are the following: A1 is the area beneath the diagram
(F, t) (see Figure 6), T represents the time in which the contact occurs between the two surfaces; R is
the radius of curvature (10 mm) of the impact mass m (0.207 Kg), E0 is the mass elastic modulus
(222,000 MPa) and ν0 is its Poisson’s ratio (0.2), while, with regard to the stone material of the columns,
a Poisson’s ratio ν of 0.18 was considered [28].Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 16 
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3. Results

The diagnostic study of the structural characteristics of the columns of the Via Crucis portico was
mainly based on the execution of ultrasonic tests, which were followed by impact tests at the same
points. While the ultrasonic tests enable the evaluation of the dynamic elastic modulus of the columns
by measuring the speed pulses, the impact tests investigate the material degradation on the surface of
the columns (the detachment points of material, for example).

3.1. Ultrasonic Tests

The ultrasonic tests were carried out on all the columns of the Via Crucis portico on 1–3 points
each (depending on the visual level of degradation), in order to have an average of the speed pulses
and the related dynamic modulus over the entire height of the column. As can be seen from the results
of Table 1, the columns showed highly variable values of the dynamic modulus, sometimes even on
the same column. This variability confirmed the diversified state of material degradation to which the
columns were subjected in relation with the alteration of the original natural stone used (Figure 7).
Through Correlation Curve (4), experimentally obtained by Vasconcelos et al. [16], it was possible to
estimate the compressive strength, fc, of the granitoid rock from the value of the dynamic modulus.
The fc value obtained by the experimental correlation laws represents an estimation (the values of
which fall within the ranges present in the scientific literature), pending a better confirmation from
subsequent tests that will be carried out in the laboratory. These tests will provide the compression
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stress results on samples taken from erratic stones present in the area, made of the same material as
that of the columns.

fc = 0.0407 v− 36.31 (4)

Table 1. Values of dynamic modulus by ultrasonic tests on Via Crucis portico columns.

Column Test Point Height (cm) v (m/s) Ed (MPa) fc (MPa) 2

1
1 57 3269 25,878 97
2 98 2503 15,170 66
3 230 2805 19064 78

2
1 65 3411 28,183 103
2 123 2466 14,728 64
3 223 2494 15,067 65

3
1 70 2910 20,506 82
2 230 2939 25,406 96

4
1 60 4024 39,219 127
2 232 3908 36,985 123

5
1 68 2724 17,972 75
2 228 2738 18,156 75

6 1 55 2766 18,525 76

7
1 86 3402 28,033 102
2 206 2948 21,046 84

8
1 86 2774 18,644 77
2 229 3223 25,158 95

9 1 146 2495 15,080 65

10
1 100 2522 15,406 66
2 228 2756 18,402 76

11
1 101 2698 17,627 73
2 204 2773 18,629 77

12
1 90 2965 21,300 84
2 190 3178 24,468 93

13
1 35 4638 52,111 1 152 1

2 130 2840 19,532 79
3 224 3149 24,024 92

1 Basic element of the column made of different stone materials of better quality. 2 Estimated according to the
correlation curve of Vasconcelos et al. [13].

3.2. Impact Tests

The purpose of the impact test was to verify the surface resistance of the stone elements, considering
their surface degradation. The impact test, when performed on homogeneous material such as concrete
or stone, can provide through Equation (2) values of the elastic modulus completely comparable to
those obtained by the ultrasonic technique [29]. It should be remembered that the value obtained with
the impact test represents a static elastic modulus (Es), the conversion of which into a dynamic value
deserves separate research considering the many different formulas present in scientific literature for
the different types of stones and rocks [32]. To obtain a correct and reliable correlation formula for
each type of stone, a large number of tests must be performed in the laboratory and correlated with
non-destructive tests; this correlation could then be calibrated as a suitable diagnostic technology to be
applied on specific architectural elements. However, since the test is based on an energetic evaluation
relative to the impact on the surface of the element (Figure 8), in presence of a surface degradation,
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like the one found in situ, it does not provide elastic modulus values that can be correlated with those
obtained by ultrasonic tests.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 16 
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Figure 9 shows, for example, the time–force curves between two different points of the same test
on column 3. In presence of surface degradation, the curves are characterized by lower peak force and
wider response times. The ratio between the returned A2 and supplied energy A1 (Figure 6a) provided
indications regarding the detachment of the degraded matter crust [17,33].
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Figure 9. Time–force diagrams of third point of column 3 (I = point inside of the portico; O = outside of
the portico).

With reference to the values of the dynamic elastic modulus, Figure 10 reports, for example,
the dispersion of the data collected in the impact tests on the columns at Ghiffa and the same comparison
obtained from the similar type of homogeneous and non-degraded stone tested in the laboratory.
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Figure 10. Gaussian distribution Es of non-degraded stone (a) and of the same type of stone degraded
in the columns of the Via Crucis portico at Ghiffa (b).

From Figure 10, a significant difference can be seen between the two Gaussian curves. The one
relating to laboratory tests on a sample of new stone similar to that used in the Ghiffa columns revealed
a significantly lower standard deviation σ than that detected with the impact tests performed in situ
on the columns of the Via Crucis portico. The differences are due to the considerable diversification
of the material degradation affecting the surface of the columns. Similarly, Table 2 shows the results
provided by impact tests on the new stone in the laboratory and on the old in situ columns of the Via
Crucis portico.
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Table 2. Impact tests on new and old granitic stones.

Stone Es average (MPa) σ (MPa)

New stone in the laboratory 34,711 843
Old stone of the columns 6394 5100

4. Discussion

The in situ diagnostic tests and their comparison in the laboratory show how dispersive the results
of the ultrasonic and impact tests can be when applied to architectural elements in a degraded state.
The surface roughness of ancient in situ elements affects the impact test results, not allowing a good
correlation with the values of the dynamic elastic modulus obtained from the ultrasonic tests. On the
contrary, the same tests performed in the laboratory on a sample of new and unaltered stone show
a very good correlation between the dynamic elastic modulus obtained from the ultrasonic tests and
the static modulus obtained from the impact test, both with a Gaussian curve characterized by very
small standard deviations.

The ultrasonic tests recorded speed waves average values of about 3000 m/s (Table 3), which the
scientific and experimental literature [16,28] classifies as medium quality material. However, there is
a high variability of the values derived from the material degradation level (not excluding the original
alteration of the quarried material, from upper part of the extraction site, or by single big rocks like
the “trovanti”), from possible detachments or exfoliation of surface material. The speeds measured
on the same type of not degraded stone obtained from the quarry detected higher values (albeit with
little difference) and statistically more stable speed values (Table 3). The standard deviation value was
representative of the material degradation of the stone surface on which the ultrasonic and impact
tests were performed. In this case, both were characterized by a high value of the standard deviation
due to the diversified level of material degradation that characterizes the columns of the Via Crucis
portico (Figures 10b and 11b). Vice versa, as is visible in Tables 2 and 3 and in Figures 10a and 11a,
corresponding to the same stone, though intact and without any material alteration, there was a very
low value of the standard deviation and a good correlation between the values of the elastic modulus
obtained from both types of non-destructive tests.

Table 3. Ultrasonic tests on new and old stones.

Stone Vaverage (m/s) Ed average (MPa) σ (MPa)

New stone in the laboratory 3498 29,640 611
Old stone of the columns 2961 21,623 6183
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5. Conclusions

The experimental research carried out in situ to determine the residual strength of the degraded
stone columns of the Via Crucis portico at the Sacro Monte of Ghiffa is a first step in a research path that
aims to calibrating non-destructive techniques for the diagnosis of heritage monument degradation.
Ultrasonic and impact techniques were used, critically analyzing their correlation in the presence of
surface material degradation. The ultrasonic test highlighted the variability of the dynamic elastic
modulus within the same columns, while the impact test highlighted the local points of surface material
degradation. Many other tests in the laboratory and in situ will be needed, on different types of stones,
to correlate the values of dynamic elastic modulus obtained by the ultrasonic technique with the static
one that resulted from the impact tests. Subsequent laboratory tests will be also planned to calibrate
the impact test applied to different levels of surface material damage, in order to find correlations with
the values of dynamic elastic modulus obtained from ultrasonic tests.
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Appendix A

Hertz’s theory of the elastic collision between two bodies in the absence of friction is modeled
according to the scheme in Figure A1, where a sphere of radius R impacts with velocity v0 penetrating
with a depth δ in an elastic semi-infinite space [27]:
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and ν0, ν1, E0 and E1 are, respectively, Poisson’s ratios and the elastic moduli associated with the sphere
(0) and the semi-infinite space (1).

Considering that the sphere impacts on the surface in the initial time with a speed v0, and that v1
is the speed in the next instant, the following equation can be written:

m
dv
dt

= m
d2δ

dt2 = −F, (A4)

and from (A1) and from (A4):

m
d2δ

dt2 = −
4
3

R
1
2 E∗δ

3
2 . (A5)

Through integration, the following can be achieved:

1
2

v2
0 −

(
dδ
dt

)2 = 2Kδ
5
2

5m
(A6)

where K is the value indicated in (A2).
The maximum depth of indentation δ* occurs in the case of dδ

dt = 0, for which:

δ∗ =

5mv2
0

4K


2
5

=

 15mv2
0

16E∗R
1
2


2
5

. (A7)

The diagram (F, t) in the compression phase can be obtained by means of a second integration:

t =
δ∗

v0

∫
d(δ/δ∗)[

1− (δ/δ∗)
5
2

] 1
2

. (A8)

The instant t*, corresponding to the maximum depth of the deformation δ∗ during the impact,
referred to as time t1 in Figure 6a, is given by the following equation:

t∗ =
δ∗

v0

∫
d(δ/δ∗)[

1− (δ/δ∗)
5
2

] 1
2

= 1, 435
(
m2/RE∗2v0

) 1
5 . (A9)

The overall time T of the whole impact is given by:

T = 2t∗ = 2.87
(
m2/RE∗2v0

) 1
5 . (A10)

From the curve (F, t) the experimental value of T is obtained, which, when inserted into (A10),
provides the value of E* (see Equation (3)). Finally, using Equation (2), the value of the elastic modulus
Es can be calculated.
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